
ID: 
Columns x Rows: 
RTP: 
Volatility: 
Payout Mechanic:
Max win (simulated):
 

otterlyamazing
5 x 4 to 5 x 7

96.09%
      4 out of 5 
40 to 70Lines

17752 x bet

Default Free-Spin Cost:
Hit Frequency:
Average Feature Win: 
Default Min Bet:
Default Max Bet:

€0.20
24.11%

84.13 x bet
€0.20
€40

AVAILABLE ON ALL DEVICES

Sea Otters are the heroes of the ocean, keeping the kelp forests healthy and beautiful by 
munching on the pesky sea urchins that would otherwise devour them.

But something is wrong. Since 2014, the kelp forests have been disappearing, leaving behind 
barren wastelands of urchins and trash known as ‘urchin barrens’ where kelp once flourished.

That’s where you come in. In Otterly Amazing, you help the Sea Otters restore the ocean to its 
former glory by collecting urchins and trash and letting the kelp grow back. As you do, you’ll 
unlock more rows, mystery symbols, symbol knockout, and increasing multipliers.

Otterly Amazing is a game that combines fun gameplay and great maths and mechanics with 
an engaging and important ecological story. Join the Sea Otters on their mission to save the 
kelp forests and have a blast along the way!



Free Games
Land 3 or more Scatter Symbols for up to 20 Free Games. During Free Games, collect Scatter symbols 

to unlock extra awards. 
Collecting x3 Pink Scatter Symbols awards the following: +1 Free Games, +10 paylines, removes 1 
symbol and adds +1 position on both the Stacked Mystery Kelp and Stacked Multiplier Wild Kelp.

A maximum of 30 additional paylines can be added for a total of 70 paylines. When all paylines are 
unlocked and symbols removed, only +1 Free Games will be added.

Collecting x3 Blue Scatter Symbols awards the following: +1 Free Games, +1 multiplier on all 3 
multiplier levels.

Up to 3 multiplier values are attached to the Stacked Wild Multiplier Kelp and are randomly revealed 
when triggering the symbol as part of a winning combination. 

Buy Bonus
The Buy Bonus allows the player to instantly trigger the Otterly Amazing Free Games Feature.

All features are played on the selected bet value when Buy Bonus was activated.
The cost to activate is equal to x100 total bet.



SYMBOLS

SUPPORTED LANGUAGES
Bahasa Indonesia
Bahasa Melayu
Chinese (Simplified)
Chinese (Traditional)
Croatian
Czech
Danish

Dutch
English
Estonian
Finnish
French
German
Greek

Hungarian
Italian
Japanese
Korean
Khmer
Latvian
Lithuanian

Norwegian
Polish
Portuguese
Portuguese
(Brazilian)
Romanian
Russian

Slovak
Spanish
Swedish
Thai
Turkish
Vietnamese

APPROVED JURISDICTIONS

Denmark
Estonia

Great Britain
Isle of Man

Latvia
Malta

Romania
Sweden

SCATTERWILD

LOWMEDIUM

Mystery Stacks
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